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This study adopts a dynamic systems approach to investigate how individuals

successfully manage contextual complexity. To that end, we tracked individuals’

emotional trajectories during a challenging training course, seeking qualitative

changes–turning points—and we tested their relationship with the perceived complexity

of the training. The research context was a 5-day higher education course based on

process-oriented experiential learning, and the sample consisted of 17 students. The

students used a five-point Likert scale to rate the intensity of 16 emotions and the

complexity of the training on 8 measurement points. Monte Carlo permutation tests

enabled to identify 30 turning points in the 272 emotional trajectories analyzed (17

students ∗ 16 emotions each). 83% of the turning points indicated a change of pattern in

the emotional trajectories that consisted of: (a) increasingly intense positive emotions

or (b) decreasingly intense negative emotions. These turning points also coincided

with particularly complex periods in the training as perceived by the participants (p =

0.003, and p = 0.001 respectively). The relationship between positively-trended turning

points in the students’ emotional trajectories and the complexity of the training may be

interpreted as evidence of a successful management of the cognitive conflict arising

from the clash between the students’ prior ways of meaning-making and the challenging

demands of the training. One of the strengths of this study is that it provides a relatively

simple procedure for identifying turning points in developmental trajectories, which can

be applied to various longitudinal experiences that are very common in educational

and developmental contexts. Additionally, the findings contribute to sustaining that the

assumption that complex contextual demands lead unfailingly to individuals’ learning

is incomplete. Instead, it is how individuals manage complexity which may or may not

lead to learning. Finally, this study can also be considered a first step in research on the

developmental potential of process-oriented experiential learning training.

Keywords: contextual complexity, cognitive conflict, complexity management, emotional trajectories, dynamic

systems, turning points, Monte Carlo permutation tests, process-oriented experiential learning
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INTRODUCTION

This study is based on two assumptions: first, that learning
and development occur in response to contextual demands
that challenge individuals’ ways of meaning-making and lead
to the creation of more adapted ones (Piaget, 1975/1985);
second, that individuals’ encounters with conflicting contextual
demands are usually associated with the experience of negative
emotions (Frijda, 1986; Carver and Scheier, 1990; Inzlicht et al.,
2015). Within this framework, we find that a promising way
to grasp individuals’ successful management of challenging
environmental demands is to track their emotional experience
over time from a Dynamic Systems perspective (Thelen, 1989;
Van Geert, 1994; Kunnen, 2012). This process-oriented approach
supports the idea that it is the dynamic patterns of positive and
negative emotions over time which can be positive or negative
for learning (Sansone and Thoman, 2005). Our assertion is
that individuals’ initial emotional responses to conflicting and
potentially unpleasant demands will be replaced by a qualitatively
different and more pleasant emotional response, in the event
of successful management. This change will be indicated by
turning points (Hayes et al., 2007; Eubanks-Carter et al., 2012)
in the individuals’ emotional trajectories. We also assume that a
particularly complex contextual input may be a trigger for the
successful management of complexity.

As higher education teachers, we find process-oriented
experiential learning methodologies to be particularly
appropriate for challenging individuals’ ways of meaning-
making, and thus for contributing to their learning and
development. In this study we therefore focused on the 17
participants in a 5-day higher education course based on
process-oriented experiential learning. We aimed to investigate
how these students successfully managed contextual complexity
by tracking their emotional trajectories during the training, in
search of turning points and determining their relationship with
perceived training complexity.

Cognitive Conflict as a Trigger for
Meaning-Making
From a constructivist standpoint, human beings make meaning
of reality by creating our own personal theories or models of the
world, which give us a provisional framework for understanding.
As a result, meaning-making entails a dynamic process of
continuous updating of these models in order to create adapted
responses to an ever-changing environment (Piaget, 1975/1985).
This process is triggered by conflicts that arise in the event
of discrepancies between our experience and our model of the
world, or in other words, between our way of creating meaning
and the results we obtain (see Piaget, 1952, and cognitive
disequilibrium).

Conflicts are acknowledged as being the trigger for learning
(Piaget, 1975/1985), although whether this happens depends on
the strategies we adopt to cope with those conflicts (Kunnen,
2006). In Piagetian terms, when we are first confronted with a
conflict, our most economical reaction is to try to solve it through
assimilation. In other words, we change our interpretation
of the situation, or if possible, the situation itself, so that it

once again fits in with our model of the world. The more
challenging response of accommodation is only applied if
assimilation is unsuccessful. Accommodation entails making
significant changes in our model of the world, which reduces
the discrepancy between our way of meaning-making and the
contextual demands. These accommodational changes lead to
learning and development (Kunnen and Bosma, 2000). By
contrast, if we are unable to resolve the discrepancy, our
confidence in our way of creating meaning is undermined and
the potential for learning is narrowed.

Cognitive Conflict and Negative Emotions
in Learning Contexts
Emotions enhance our meaning-making processes by boosting
what we attend to and by providing us guidance for adaptive
action (Frijda, 1988; Lazarus, 1991; Solomon, 2007; Bradley,
2009). In particular, conflictive situations tend to be linked
with negative emotions (Frijda, 1986; Carver and Scheier, 1990;
Inzlicht et al., 2015). In this context, Kunnen andWassink (2003)
state that unpleasant emotions are drivers for learning, as they
motivate us to react in order to reduce the discrepancy between
the meaning we create in a given situation and the demands of
that situation. However, like conflict, emotional arousal does not
automatically lead to learning (Weiss, 2000). Instead, emotions
may either impede or motivate learning depending on how
individuals become aware of those emotions and how they
manage them (Taylor and Cranton, 2013). As an example,
D’Mello and Graesser (2011) argue that “it is not confusion
itself, but the effortful cognitive activities aimed at resolving the
confusion that presumably are beneficial to learning” (p. 1307).

Research in higher education has proved that learning settings
that lead students to question their accepted ways of knowing
tend to be unsettling (Kegan, 1994; Antonacopoulou and Gabriel,
2001; Cranton, 2002; Apte, 2009; McEwen et al., 2010) and
elicit emotions such as fear, grief, and anger (Dirkx et al., 2006;
Dirkx, 2011). As examples, the following studies investigated the
relationship between conflicting learning demands and students’
unpleasant emotional experiences: D’Mello et al. (2009) found a
predominance of confusion and frustration in a learning context
that was aimed at facilitating deep learning; Nogueiras et al.
(2016), and Nogueiras and Iborra (2016) found disorientation,
insecurity and frustration as a common initial response to a
training course that promoted students’ self-direction.

Studying Emotions from a Dynamic
Systems Perspective: Identifying Turning
Points
It has long been widely accepted that negative emotions are bad
for learning and positive emotions are good for learning, to the
extent that the former should be controlled or eliminated (Lepper
and Henderlong, 2000; Noddings, 2003). However, some authors
(see for example D’Mello et al., 2014) argue that this assumption
is simplistic and inaccurate. Interestingly, Sansone and Thoman
(2005) point out that “it is the dynamic patterns of positive and
negative emotions at certain points in time in a given context
what can be considered good or bad for learning” (p. 509). This
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emphasis on dynamic patterns is at odds with the widespread
static approach to the study of emotions, which is based on cross-
sectional research designs underlined by a unidirectional model
of causation. However, if emotions are considered to be processes
that dynamically evolve over time due to interactions between
individuals and context (Fogel et al., 1992; Barrett, 2009; Frijda,
2009), a paradigm shift is required. This paradigm shift points
toward process-oriented approaches that enable the study of
within-person emotional patterns of change (Larsen et al., 2009;
Scherer, 2009; Kuppens et al., 2010). Dynamic systems theory is
particularly suited to this approach (Camras and Witherington,
2005; Lewis, 2005; Lichtwarck-Aschoff et al., 2009).

Dynamic systems theory is a metatheoretical framework for
understanding developmental processes, which are conceived as
non-linear dynamic systems (Witherington, 2007; Van Geert and
Van Dijk, 2015). These systems are formed by interconnected
and interacting components that affect each other and develop
over time, due to interactions between individuals and their
context (Thelen, 1989; Van Geert, 1994; Kunnen, 2012). As
developmental processes are characterized by sudden changes
and irregularities, their study requires methodologies that enable
to grasp variability and change while they occur, rather than
comparing pre- and post-change behavioral patterns (Van Geert
and Van Dijk, 2002; Van Dijk and van Geert, 2007; Fogel,
2011). A dynamic systems approach therefore uses individual
microdevelopmental trajectories1 as the unit of analysis, and
examines them using as many measurements over time as
possible (Molenaar, 2004; Siegler, 2006; Yan and Fischer, 2007).

Qualitative changes in individual microdevelopmental
trajectories can be identified based on the concept of the turning
point. Turning points are points that markmeaningful deviations
in trends in time series data that involve discontinuous changes
(Hayes et al., 2007; Eubanks-Carter et al., 2012). These changes
entail a transition from one variability pattern to another
variability pattern (Kunnen et al., 2012) in such a way that the
trajectories separated by a turning point differ in direction or
nature (Abbott, 1997).

Meaning-Making from a Dynamic Systems
Perspective
From a dynamic systems perspective, contexts contribute to the
emergence of individuals’ behavior by providing both constraints
and opportunities (Thelen and Ulrich, 1991; Van Geert, 1994;
Vallacher et al., 2015). The greater the contextual variability, the
greater the likelihood of experiencing conflicts that lead us to
make changes to adapt (Bosma and Kunnen, 2001; Hayes et al.,
2015). In other words, contextual variability offers systems room
to explore and to adapt to new situations (Thelen and Smith,
1994; VanGeert, 1994). As a result, if learning and development is
to occur, a factor must challenge our patterns of meaning-making
so that they are reorganized on a more complex level (Thelen,
2005; Kloep et al., 2009). Within this framework, and in line
with Piaget’s argument, the stability of our model of the world
due to the maintenance of our meaning-making patterns would

1The general course of change over time in a variable is described as a

“developmental trajectory” (Bosma and Kunnen, 2001).

entail assimilation, whereas the destabilization of our model of
the world and the emergence of new meaning-making patterns
would entail accommodation. In this sense, the occurrence of
any variability in developmental trajectories of any kind—such
as emotional trajectories—enables us to identify developmental
transitions (Van der Maas and Molenaar, 1992; Granott et al.,
2002).

Experiential Learning as a Source of
Cognitive Conflict
Our understanding of experiential learning differs from the
model proposed by Kolb (1984) and Kolb and Kolb (2009).
This model is based on a learning cycle that starts with
students’ reflection on the content of concrete experiences in
order to create abstract concepts, which are then tested by
active experimentation. This in turn generates further concrete
experiences. By contrast, and based on the work of McWhirter
(2002), we argue that the key to experiential learning is to use of
students’ own sensory and natural experiences to subsequently
structure them using detailed modeling distinctions. As a
result, in the “process-oriented experiential learning model”2

(McWhirter, 2002), the emphasis is not on the creation of abstract
ideas or explanations of personal experiences–based on the
content of the experience, or what happens. On the contrary, the
emphasis is on the creation and exploration of formal distinctions
that are then tested as they may be useful in making sense of the
individual’s experiences in a more complex way—considering the
whole experience from a process perspective, or what, how and
why it happens.

In specific terms, the experiential learning model that we
present is based on the following sequence: (1) Creating
an experience: students undertake an open exploration of
their natural experience or intuitive understanding about the
phenomena being studied; (2) Reviewing: students share the
range of experiences they obtained in the exploration, identifying
similarities and differences in comparison with other classmates’
experiences—or even with other previous personal experiences;
(3) Formalizing: the trainer introduces formal models and
distinctions; (4) Testing: students compare and test the formal
model and distinctions against their own personal and group
experience.

The experiential learning model differs from the traditional
learning model, labeled didactic learning, which is based on the
following sequence: (1) Description of a formal model: the trainer
tells; (2) Demonstration: the trainer shows; (3) Experience: the
students do; (4) Provision of feedback: the trainer tells the
students what went wrong and right. This sequence is useful for
rote learning and learning protocols, so that there is an increase
in “knowing” before the uncertainty and risk involved in “doing”.
However, it overlooks the fact that ready-made techniques do not
correspond with reality, which has variations that are ignored in
favor of the illusion of certainty that is provided by protocols.
The didactic learning model therefore leads to a reduction

2In the remainder of the article, and for the sake of brevity, we will use the label

“experiential learning” to refer to a process-oriented experiential learning model as

described by McWhirter (2002).
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toward the “correct” way, and fosters a dependent, repetitive
and unquestioning style of learning that prevents students from
engaging in exploration, creativity, and self-direction.

By contrast, experiential learning as understood by
McWhirter (2002) contributes to developing the competence of
learning to learn, increases the depth of learning, encourages an
attitude of curiosity and wonder, and prepares students to take
what they learn into the world. Indeed, this learning sequence is
similar to the one we all naturally follow as children whenmaking
meaning of our surroundings: starting from a baseline of not
knowing, we build an understanding. However, the application
of an experiential learning sequence also entails little security
in “knowing,” because there is no “right answer” or example to
begin with. This might initially lead students to feel insecure
and uncomfortable, as they have to develop an open orientation
to new experiences. Furthermore, if students continue to apply
the didactic learning sequence they are accustomed to, there
may have an additional sense of not “knowing,” while believing
that they should know before they continue to learn. Apart
from the learning sequence itself, the contents explored in
process-oriented experiential exercises also tend to be complex
and challenging for students.

A formal model that can be useful for illustrating students’
typical responses to experiential learning when they are first
exposed to it is the Three sets model: set-up-upset-set-down
(McWhirter, 2000). This model describes three stages in the
process of meaning-making of a conflictive experience. The
students’ initial set-up would be the learning sequence that they
are used to, and which they expect to find at the beginning of
the training—the didactic sequence in most cases. The upset
would be the destabilization experienced by the students caused
by the challenging demands of the experiential sequence and the
exploration of personal experiential content. The set-downwould
involve potential changes made by the students in response to
the upset. This set-down could potentially be related to cognitive
accommodation.

In view of the above, the hypothetical emotional trajectory
of students in a process-oriented experiential learning context
may be as follows. First, the students’ upset at the conflicting
training demands could lead them to the experience of intense
negative emotions and a low level of positive emotions.
Later, the students’ development of new meaning-making
strategies for coping with the challenging demands would
entail a decline in the intensity of negative emotions and an
increase in the intensity of positive emotions. This could be
identified through the occurrence of turning points in emotional
trajectories.

It is important to note the positive aspect of the upset in
a process-oriented learning setting, and how students are also
supported to learn to learn in this way. In fact, the experiential
methodology itself revolves around learning management, which
in this methodology is considered as something that can be
taught and learnt. In fact, this learning model is intended to
facilitate qualitative changes in students’ way of learning, and
specifically in the way they organize information while they
learn. In this process, both the recognition and the management
of the negative emotions that are expected to be experienced

as a response to contextual challenge are assumed to enhance
individuals’ ability to manage learning effectively.

The Present Study
The main goal of the present study is to investigate the
process of successfully managing contextual complexity by the
17 participants in a 5-day higher education course, based on a
process-oriented experiential learning model. To meet this goal,
we aimed to: (1) identify turning points in the participants’
positive and negative emotional trajectories, (2) test whether
those turning points coincide with periods in the training
perceived by participants as particularly complex. We also aimed
to test the widespread assumption that contextual complexity
leads to the destabilization of individuals’ ways of meaning-
making, and consequently to learning.

METHODS

The Learning Context Studied
Description of the Training Course
This study focuses on an intensive training course based on a
process-oriented experiential learning model (McWhirter, 2002).
The course took place in a Faculty of Education at a Spanish
university. It was part of a summer training program for both
university students and non-students. The training course lasted
31.5 h over five consecutive sessions. The first four sessions lasted
for 7 h, and the fifth lasted for 3.5 h. The training was conducted
by the developer of Developmental Behavioral Modeling (DBM)3

McWhirter (2011).
The course was entitled Self-created learning throughout

life, and aimed to develop participants’ life competences of
self-managing and self-directing their own learning processes.
Participants were therefore expected to: (1) gain a deeper
understanding of the learning to learn process by modeling,
developing, and assessing their autonomous learning processes;
(2) explore changes in beliefs, values, self-concept, identity
or vital aspirations that take place as a consequence of self-
created learning. The reason why we selected this training
course for this study was that both the course content (how
to manage learning) and the experiential learning methodology
(intended to support students’ in their improved management of
learning) were expected to be highly upsetting and challenging
for the participants. This made the training ideal for examining
adaptation to cognitive conflict.

The first session of the course started with the participants’
exploration of their current understanding about learning. The
next sessions started with a review by the participants of
the content covered and the exercises performed during the
previous session, in order to reconnect with the experience, share
their understandings, make connections and identify issues for
clarification. The remainder of all the sessions consisted of: (1)
the trainer’s proposal of experiential exercises and the students’

3Developmental Behavioural Modeling is a comprehensive field to systematically

model modelling (McWhirter, 2002, 2011). It studies how human beings create

our own models of the world through natural modelling skills, how effective our

models are, and how we change them in order to adapt them to new circumstances

in an optimal way (McWhirter, 1998).
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performance of them, with an emphasis on trying different ways
of doing things and on extending one’s own attention; (2) sharing
experiences in order to identify what was similar and what was
different, fostering the students’ awareness of variety, (3) the
trainer’s feedback, (4) the trainer’s introduction of formal models
and process distinctions so that the students could explore their
experience with further direction.

During the experiential exercises, three processes were
encouraged: (a) to attend (playing with attention and moving
it); (b) to notice (paying attention to the content of what one
notices and to the way in which one notices: active or passive,
detailed or not, rigid or open); (c) to explore and to investigate
(going beyond what is initially recognized, opening things up and
creating things that one does not know). By way of an example,
an experiential sequence which was used on the course to explore
different personal learning experiences consisted of the following
steps: (1) Identifying the experience of learning to be explored;
(2) Identifying the resources available before the experience, both
from the environment and from oneself; (3) Reviewing what
happened throughout the learning sequence, paying attention
to what was changing and what one was doing; (4) Reviewing
how one checked that the learning had happened; (5) Thinking
about further development, in terms of changes that could be
introduced to improve learning.

Participants
The participants on course were 31 higher education students
and professionals, mostly from educational, psychological, and
health disciplines. At the beginning of the course, the participants
were informed about the research and the confidentiality thereof,
and all contributed information and agreed to take part by means
of informed consent.

The sample in this study consisted of 17 participants (12
women, mean age 33.53, age range 19–55) who completed all
the measurements during the course. All the participants lived
in Spain, except one who lived in United Kingdom and came to
Spain for the training. There were 13 participants from Spain, 1
from Ireland, 1 from Mexico, 1 from the United Kingdom and
1 from Romania. Of the 17 participants, 7 were undergraduate
students on either Teacher Training or Psychology courses, 2
were doctoral students in Education, 2 were psychologists, 2 were
Psychology university lecturers, 1 was a Secondary Education
English teacher, 1 was a librarian, 1 was a veterinarian and 1 was
a doctor.

Data Collection
The first author of this article attended the course as a participant,
while the third author was an active observer of the training.
The two authors and the trainer were responsible for the data
collection. Within the framework of a more extensive data
collection, the focus in this article is on a follow-up questionnaire
distributed over eight measurement points (m.p.) during the
training course, i.e., twice per session in the first four sessions.
The follow-up questionnaires were strategically distributed at the
beginning and at the end of the session or at particular points that
were expected to be more challenging for the course participants,
so that the potential emotional arousal associated with them was

more likely to be recorded. See Appendix 1 in Supplementary
Material for an overview of the timeframe of the training course,
including the distribution of questionnaires.

In each questionnaire, the participants self-reported the
intensity of their emotions and the degree of perceived training
complexity that they experienced at that point on the course.

The intensity of the emotions was assessed by means of a
list rated on a Likert scale, from very low (1) to very strong
(5). The list was designed by the first and the third authors of
this article with the trainer, and included a range of emotions
that they had observed in previous process-oriented experiential
learning training activities they had led. The 16 emotions in the
list were: joy, sadness, anger, fear, enjoyment, interest, distress,
boredom, hope, overwhelmed, overload, confusion, enthusiasm,
dissonance, ignorance, and curiosity.

The degree of perceived training complexity was assessed
using two items, rated on a Likert scale from very low (1)
to very strong (5). The items were: (a) conceptual complexity,
which referred to the complexity associated with the students’
understanding of the formal models introduced by the trainer,
(b) performative complexity, which referred to the complexity
involved in doing the experiential exercises, in terms of both
their structure and the personal experiential content explored by
students.

Data Analysis
In order to systematize the analysis of the emotions assessed
by the participants, each emotion was coded as either positive
or negative, which resulted in: (a) 6 positive emotions (joy,
enjoyment, interest, hope, enthusiasm, curiosity), and (b) 10
negative emotions (sadness, anger, fear, overwhelmed, boredom,
distress, overload, confusion, dissonance, ignorance). Emotional
trajectories were created for each participant and for each
emotion, which consisted of the series of intensity scores
provided for the eight measurement points. This means that the
trajectories are nested, i.e., there are several emotional trajectories
for each individual.

For the analysis of the complexity scores, an overall
complexity score for every participant was computed for each
measurement point by averaging the scores given in the two items
included in the questionnaires—conceptual complexity and
performative complexity. This provided a score for complexity
for each student and for each measurement point, with a range of
between 1 and 5.

Identifying Turning Points
Looking for an unexpectedly large peak in the data has proved
to be effective in identifying discontinuous patterns showing the
emergence of qualitative changes in individual developmental
trajectories, (see for example Van Geert and Van Dijk, 2002;
Van Dijk and van Geert, 2007, 2011). This technique inspired us
when we designed our procedure to identify turning points in
the participants’ emotional trajectories. This procedure consisted
of two steps. First, the trajectories for the 16 emotions scored by
the 17 participants (i.e., 272 emotional trajectories: 102 positive
and 170 negative) were examined for points that fell outside a
computed confidence interval. These were labeled as exceptional
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points. Second, exceptional points were examined using Monte
Carlo permutation tests to determine whether they showed a
qualitative change in the pattern of the emotional trajectory.
In this case they were labeled as turning points. The complete
procedure is detailed below.

The first step: looking for exceptional points
The regression line underlying every emotional trajectory was
first computed. Based on the values of that regression line,
a confidence interval of 1.65 standard deviations around the
spread of the data was computed, so that the upper control limit
(UCL) of the confidence interval was 1.65 standard deviations
above the regression line, and the lower control limit (LCL)
of the confidence interval was 1.65 standard deviations below
the regression line.4 The points on the emotional trajectories
which fell outside the computed confidence intervals were labeled
exceptional points.

Table 1 shows an example of the computing of the confidence
interval of the scores for intensity of distress of one of the
participants throughout the eight measurement points (m.p.). In
the example, m.p. 5 is an exceptional point, which means that
the score in the intensity of distress in that point is greater than
the value of the upper control limit of the computed confidence
interval. Figure 1 graphically presents the emotional trajectory
for distress, the underlying regression line and the upper and
lower control limits of the confidence interval computed from the
regression line. This graph shows the exceptional point at m.p. 5,
which can be seen above the upper control limit.

The second step: determining which exceptional points are

turning points
Once the exceptional points were identified, a statistical analysis
was performed in order to determine whether they indicated

4In a normal distribution, 1.65 standard deviations from the sample’s mean

represents around 90% of the population. We therefore assumed that a confidence

level of 90% was reasonable for identifying exceptional points in the trajectories.

a qualitative change in the emotional trajectory, i.e., a turning
point. The analysis consisted of a comparison of the slope5

of the emotional trajectory before and after the exceptional
point, in search of significant differences. To that end, Pop tools
(Hood, 2010) in Microsoft Excel 2010 were used to perform
Monte Carlo permutation tests (see Todman and Dugard, 2001).
These tests are also known as random permutations, random
sampling techniques or resampling techniques, and are included
in the family of bootstrap techniques (Efron and Tibshirani,
1993; Good, 1999). Resampling techniques are well-suited to
longitudinal research, and have great explanatory value for small
or skewed samples, and result in reliable P values, since they do
not assume any underlying distribution, or a minimum sample
size (for this argument see Van Geert et al., 2012). Standard tests
such as t-tests are not allowed in these cases (Kunnen, 2006).

Monte Carlo permutation tests estimate the chances that an
observed result is caused by chance alone. They compare an
empirical distribution of data with a random distribution that
is created by reshuffling the empirical data in accordance with
a null hypothesis. In this case, the null hypothesis stated that
there was no significant difference between the slopes of an
emotional trajectory before and after an exceptional point. The
reshuffling computes all possible re-orderings of the empirical
data set, by computing a very large number of accidental
distributions and counts how often the observed or a bigger
difference occurs in the random distributions. In this case, the
reshuffling counted how often the difference between slopes
was the same or bigger than the observed difference. This
frequency is then divided by the number of random samples
in order to produce a P value for the tested difference, which
is the probability of the observed difference occurring in the
random distributions of the data. If the probability is low,
this means that the observed difference is not due to chance

5The slope is a linear trend parameter that describes both the direction (increase

or decrease) and the steepness (the strength of such decrease or increase) of the

changes in the variable studied.

TABLE 1 | Example of the computation of the confidence interval for the scores in the intensity of distress of one of the participants.

m.p. Scores in

distress (17)

Regression line (intercept

+ slope) * data

Variance

(data-regression line)ˆ2

Confidence interval

UCL (regression

line + 1, 65 σ)

LCL (regression

line – 1, 65 σ)

1 2 1.666 0.111 2.754 0.579

2 1 1.690 0.477 2.778 0.603

3 1 1.714 0.510 2.802 0.627

4 2 1.738 0.068 2.826 0.650

5 3 1.762 1.533 2.849 0.674

6 2 1.787 0.046 2.873 0.698

7 2 1.809 0.0363 2.897 0.722

8 1 1.833 0.694 2.921 0.746

Average variance 0.434

Standard deviation (σ) 0.659

Data associated to the exceptional point (scores in distress, UCL and LCL), located in m.p. 5, are boldfaced.
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FIGURE 1 | Example of an exceptional point (m.p.5). UCL, Upper Control

Limit; LCL, Lower Control Limit.

and therefore that it is a legitimate difference (for more detail,
see Van Geert et al., 2012). In this analysis, 10.000 random
distributions were computed and a P < 0.05 was considered
significant.

Testing the Relationship between Turning Points and

Perceived Training Complexity
The next step in the analysis consisted of testing whether the
perceived complexity of the training was significantly higher at
the measurement points where at least one turning point in
some emotional trajectories had been identified. Monte Carlo
permutation tests were performed to that end. The average
complexity score for the measurement points where turning
points had been identified and the overall complexity score
of the measurement points where no turning points had been
identified was computed in order to test whether the former was
higher than the latter. The perceived complexity scores of each
participant at every measurement point were then reshuffled,
and the overall complexity score at the measurement points with
turning points, the average score of complexity in measurement
points without turning points and the difference between both
were then computed. Monte Carlo simulations (10.000 random
distributions computed) were used to test whether the difference
in the degrees of perceived complexity was significant (a P< 0.05)
or due to chance.

RESULTS

Detection of Turning Points
The First Step: Identification of Exceptional Points
In the 272 emotional trajectories analyzed, 142 exceptional points
were identified, i.e., 52% of the emotional trajectories had at
least one exceptional point. There were 53 exceptional points in
positive emotion trajectories (52% of these trajectories), and 89
exceptional points in negative emotion trajectories (52% of these
trajectories).

Two types of exceptional points were identified: (1) High
exceptional point: a point on an emotional trajectory above the
upper control limit of the trajectory’s confidence interval; (2) Low
exceptional point: a point on an emotional trajectory below the
lower control limit of the trajectory’s confidence interval.

Low exceptional points were the most common in positive
emotion trajectories (62%) and high exceptional points were the
most common in negative emotion trajectories (75%). These two
types accounted for 70% of the total number of exceptional points
(23 and 47% respectively). The amount and percentage of high
exceptional points and low exceptional points in positive and
negative emotion trajectories are presented in Table 2.

The Second Step: Detection of Turning Points
30 of the 142 exceptional points (21%) were identified as turning
points. This meant that 11% of the total number of emotional
trajectories analyzed (272) had a turning point. Of the 30
turning points, 12 turning points were found in positive emotion
trajectories (12% of positive emotion trajectories) and 18 turning
points were found in negative emotion trajectories (11% of
negative emotion trajectories).

Two types of turning points were identified: (1) Pre-decrease
turning point: a point on an emotional trajectory above the
upper control limit of the confidence interval of the trajectory,
indicating a change in the trajectory from an increasing pattern in
the intensity of the emotion toward a decreasing pattern; (2) Pre-
increase turning point: a point on an emotional trajectory below
the lower control limit of the confidence interval of the trajectory,
indicating a change in the trajectory from a decreasing pattern in
the intensity of the emotion toward an increasing pattern.

Pre-increase turning points were themost common in positive
emotion trajectories (83%), while pre-decrease turning points
were the most common in negative emotion trajectories (83%).
These two types accounted for 83% of the total number of turning
points (33 and 50% respectively). The amount and percentage
of pre-decrease turning points and pre-increase turning points
in positive and negative emotion trajectories are presented in
Table 3.

The following figures (Figures 2–5) are examples of the two
types of turning points, pre-decrease and pre-increase, in positive
and negative emotion trajectories.

The 30 turning points were distributed over 13 of the 17
participants (76%) and 9 of them presented pre-increase turning
points in positive emotions, pre-decrease turning points in
negative emotions, or both, which could be considered positively
trended turning points. A high percentage of turning points
(63.33%) were located at m.p. 4 (9 turning points: 3 pre-
decrease turning points in negative emotions, 4 pre-increase
turning points in positive emotions, and 2 pre-increase turning
points in negative emotions), and at m.p. 6 (10 turning points:
1 pre-decrease turning point in a positive emotion, 3 pre-
decrease turning points in negative emotions, and 6 pre-increase
turning points in positive emotions). A precise and detailed
distribution of the turning points for the participants and for
each measurement point is given in Appendix 2 (Supplementary
Material).

The Relationship between Turning Points
and Perceived Training Complexity
The measurement points at which turning points were
identified had significantly higher complexity scores than
the other measurement points (p = 0.002). More detailed
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TABLE 2 | Amount and percentage (rounded) of high and low exceptional points.

Type of exceptional points Exceptional points in positive emotions trajectories Exceptional points in negative emotions trajectories

No. Percentage in positive

emotions trajectories

Percentage in the total

no. of trajectories

No. Percentage in negative

emotions trajectories

Percentage in the total

no. of trajectories

High exceptional points 20 38 14 67 75 47

Low exceptional points 33 62 23 22 25 16

Total 53 100 89 100

TABLE 3 | Amount and percentage (rounded) of pre-decrease and pre-increase turning points.

Type of turning points Turning points in positive emotions trajectories Turning points in negative emotions trajectories

No. Percentage in positive

emotions trajectories

Percentage in the total

no. of trajectories

No. Percentage in negative

emotions trajectories

Percentage in the total

no. of trajectories

Pre-decrease turning points 2 17 7 15 83 50

Pre-increase turning points 10 83 33 3 17 10

Total 12 100 18 100

FIGURE 2 | Example of a pre-decrease turning point (m.p.6) in a

positive emotion trajectory. UCL, Upper Control Limit; LCL, Lower Control

Limit.

FIGURE 3 | Example of a pre-increase turning point (m.p. 6) in a

positive emotion trajectory. UCL, Upper Control Limit; LCL, Lower Control

Limit.

results were found when the pre-decrease turning points
and pre-increase turning points were analyzed separately in
both positive and negative emotion trajectories: significantly
higher levels of complexity were found at the measurement

FIGURE 4 | Example of a pre-decrease turning point (m.p. 4) in a

negative emotion trajectory. UCL, Upper Control Limit; LCL, Lower Control

Limit.

FIGURE 5 | Example of a pre-increase turning point (m.p. 3) in a

negative emotion trajectory. UCL, Upper Control Limit; LCL, Lower

Control Limit.

points with pre-increase turning points in positive emotion
trajectories (p = 0.003) and at the measurement points
with pre-decrease turning points in negative emotion
trajectories (p = 0.001). Table 4 shows the average and the
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range of the complexity scores for each measurement point.
Table 5 shows detailed results for the differences in complexity
scores between the measurement points with turning points and
the measurement points without turning points. An overview of
the trajectories of the complexity scores for each student over the
8measurement points is provided in Appendix 3 (Supplementary
Material).

Summary of Results
11% of the emotional trajectories analyzed had a turning point.
The two most common types were: (1) pre-increase turning
points in positive emotion trajectories (83% of the turning
points in these trajectories); (2) pre-decrease turning points in
negative emotion trajectories (83% of the turning points in these
trajectories). These two types of turning points accounted for 83%
of the total. The relationship between the occurrence of turning
points and perceived training complexity was significant at: (1)
pre-increase turning points in positive emotion trajectories (p =
0.003); and (2) pre-decrease turning points in negative emotion
trajectories (p= 0.001), which was consistent with the first result.

DISCUSSION

We have organized our discussion around four issues: (1) The
positive orientation of the students’ emotional trajectories; (2)
The relationship between contextual complexity and positively
trended turning points in the students’ emotional trajectories; (3)
The concentration of turning points in the students’ emotional
trajectories around the middle of the training course; (4) The
apparent scarcity of turning points in the students’ emotional
trajectories.

TABLE 4 | Average and range of complexity scores for each measurement

point.

Measurement points

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Average

complexity scores

2.450 2.980 2.996 3.245 3.176 3.086 3.133 3.279

Range complexity

scores

1.5–5 1.5–4 2–5 2–5 2.5–5 1.5–5 2.5–5 2–5

The Positive Orientation of the Students’
Emotional Trajectories
Emotions play a key role in learning processes, since they
enable us to make meaning of our experiences and adapt
to our environment (Frijda, 1988; Lazarus, 1991; Solomon,
2007; Bradley, 2009). We therefore expected our participants’
emotional experience to fluctuate over time as a result of their
changing ways of making meaning of the new demands arising
from the process-oriented experiential learning setting. The
predominant emotional trajectory among our participants had
a positive orientation, as evidenced by the two most frequent
types of turning points: pre-increase turning points in positive
emotion trajectories, and pre-decrease turning points in negative
emotion trajectories. These turning points indicated that an
initial response consisting of either increasingly intense negative
emotions or decreasingly intense positive emotions was replaced
by a pattern that consisted of decreasingly intense negative
emotions or increasingly intense positive emotions.

On the one hand, the participants’ prevalent initial experience
of intense negative emotions and non-intense positive emotions
in response to challenging demands is consistent with previous
findings in higher education settings (see for example Apte,
2009; Dirkx, 2011). Dirkx (2008) argues that adults’ emotional
responses in learning settings are usually related to the content,
the structure or the processes that they entail, so that an open
structure can lead students to feel overwhelmed and to complain
of a lack of direction. This is consistent with the likely experience
of our participants.

Instead of the typical emphasis on learning protocols
that would be expected in a didactic learning sequence, an
experiential learning sequence places the emphasis on the
students’ exploration of their natural experience. This means that
there is a predominance of open an exploratory exercises, and
that no closed answers or procedures to follow are provided by
the trainer. This is potentially challenging for many students,
who are mostly used to content-based teaching practices (for
related findings, see Nogueiras and Iborra, 2016), and can be a
source of upsets. In addition to the new experiential learning
sequence, something that can be upsetting for students is the
content explored in the exploratory exercises. Newcomers may
become upset at the beginning of the training by the mismatch

TABLE 5 | Significant differences in complexity scores between m.p. in which turning points (t.p.) were identified and m.p. in which no turning points were

identified.

Types of turning points Scores in complexity (scale 1 to 5) Difference between mean

scores in complexity of m.p.

with and without t.p.

Scores in complexity higher

in m.p. with t.p. than in m.p.

without t.p. (p)
M.p. with t.p. M.p. without t.p.

Mean Std dev Mean Std dev

All 3.731 0.629 3.162 0.78 0.569 0.002**

Pre-decrease t.p. in positive emotions 3.250 0.25 3.231 0.793 0.019 0.562

Pre-increase t.p. in positive emotions 4.250 0.433 3.201 0.776 1.049 0.003**

Pre-decrease t.p. in negative emotions 3.889 0.489 3.191 0.783 0.698 0.001**

Pre-increase t.p. in negative emotions 3.50 0.25 3.231 0.793 0.269 0.533

**p < 0.01.
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between their expectations and the proposed learning sequence.
Meanwhile, students who are used to the experiential learning
sequence are expected to have a maximized set-up, since they
already expect that they will not know from the beginning and
know that they have to remain curious and open. For them, the
possible upset would not be related to the experiential learning
sequence, but instead to the possibility of dealing with complex
experiential content.

On the other hand, the positive orientation of our participants’
emotional trajectories over time is similar to that found by
Arpiainen et al. (2013) in their research on students’ emotions in
an entrepreneurship learning program. In their thematic analysis
of the students’ in-depth interviews after the training, they found
“waves of emotions” consisting of frequent negative emotions at
the beginning of the program, and positive emotions toward the
end. According to these authors, the students’ negative emotional
experience was a response to the new learning environment
and to the challenging tasks they were set. Conversely, the
positive shift in the students’ emotional experience over time was
considered to be related to their increased ability to cope with
uncertainty during their learning process. This is something that
we find also plausible in our study, as discussed in the paragraphs
below.

In situations where our ways of meaning-making are
destabilized, managing both the destabilization and the
associated unpleasant emotions is necessary if learning is to
occur (Taylor and Cranton, 2013). Our participants might have
developed two different responses to the likely destabilization
they experienced. One possibility is that participants were
successful in their attempt to reduce the discrepancy between
the demands of the training and their ways of meaning-making,
so that they effectively managed their learning process. In this
case, participants would have moved from a period of emotional
discomfort to a period of emotional comfort (see Kunnen and
Wassink, 2003). Another possibility is that participants were
unable to manage the challenging demands of the training, so
that the destabilization might have been counterproductive for
learning, and undermined the participants’ confidence in their
way of creating meaning. In this case, the initial unpleasant
emotional experience would have persisted or become more
profound over time.

The predominantly positive orientation of our participants’
emotional trajectories over time can be interpreted as evidence
of their successful management of the challenging demands of
the situation. This may in turn indicate a greater possibility
for participants’ cognitive accommodation. At this point,
it is necessary to explicitly state what kind of cognitive
accommodation we are referring to. To do this, it is possible to
distinguish between two types of accommodation. On the one
hand, an individual can change their cognitive structures when
they understand something. In this case, the accommodation is
focused on the content. On the other hand, the accommodation
can be more focused on the process. In our case, we refer
to accommodation that is related to the students’ adaptation
to the learning methodology, rather than to the content of
learning itself. The former would involve a change in the way
in which the participants adapted to the course, modifying their

initial expectations and going beyond them. If this kind of
accommodation took place, it would involve the participants
changing their preference to a didactic learning sequence, and
being more open to investigation and development in an
experiential learning sequence. This would necessarily involve a
higher degree of flexibility and tolerance of uncertainty.

In short, the two most common types of turning points found
in emotional trajectories can be taken as an evidence of the
students’ positive set-down in response to the initial upset arising
from the mismatch between their expectations and the training
demands. After the students adapted to the new learning model,
their emotional experience shifted from being predominantly
unpleasant to being predominantly pleasant.

In view of the above, the study of emotional patterns over
time in both Arpiainen et al.’s (2013) research and our own
research supports the idea that a dynamic approach to the
study of emotions enable to overcome the simplistic claim that
positive emotions are good for learning and negative emotions
are bad. Instead, and according to Sansone and Thoman’s (2005)
arguments, this study confirms that it is the dynamic patterns
of positive and negative emotions over time, in connection with
individuals’ changing ways of managing contextual complexity,
which can be considered positive or negative for learning. This
last point is discussed further below.

The Relationship between Contextual
Complexity and Positively Trended Turning
Points in the Students’ Emotional
Trajectories
The coincidence between positively trended turning points and
particularly complex periods in the training is consistent with
the idea that high levels of contextual complexity might act
as a catalyst for individuals’ new and more adapted behavioral
patterns (Piaget, 1975/1985). If an experience is not challenging
for individuals, they will not become involved in a meaning-
making process aimed at creating a response that is adapted
to their environment and the experience will therefore not
be developmental. The positively trended turning points in
the participants’ emotional trajectories are an example of a
developmental orientation, which leads us to assume that
the complex experiential training triggered the participants’
adaptation to the new contextual demands.

However, these assertions do not mean that contextual
complexity always leads to experiences of upsets, and that those
upsets lead to learning. Instead, if this happens it depends on
how individuals manage complexity and the emotional upset
associated with it. If the reasons for contextual complexity were
emotional, all the participants’ emotional trajectories would be
similar, and this is not the case. Our hypothesis is therefore that
there are other issues involved apart from complexity, such as
the individuals’ self-management baseline and the different paces
and phases that individuals can follow over time when learning
how to manage complexity, and which play an important role in
learning. For example, some students may respond to contextual
complexity by experiencing excitement and enjoyment, and
not necessarily by experiencing unpleasant emotions. Thus,
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contextual complexity will not therefore always match upsets.
Indeed, as people learn to manage complexity, emotional upsets
may no longer be an issue. As mentioned above, students who
expected complexity in the experience may have been less upset
than students who did not expect complexity. In conclusion,
we cannot generalize that complexity is upsetting for every
individual, and neither can we state that it will inevitably lead to
a successful adaptation to the context.

The Concentration of Turning Points in the
Students’ Emotional Trajectories around
the Middle of the Training Course
In connection with the above, it is important to acknowledge
that the contextual complexity identified at various points in the
training may have led to different responses by the participants. If
very high levels of complexity had been elicited at the beginning
of the course, the participants’ destabilization could have been
too high to be managed successfully. However, the middle period
of a training program is a more suitable time for participants to
become destabilized. This is potentially because they are more
prepared after a prior period of experience, in which when
their ways of meaning-making might have been reorganized.
From this vantage point, facing high complexity might have
led to the emergence of a qualitatively different and more
adapted emotional response, as indicated by positively trended
turning points in the emotional trajectories. Interestingly, not
only were more complex exercises likely to be proposed, but
the participants’ perception of complexity might also have varied
over time. For example, at the beginning of the training the
participants’ complexity scores were not still very high probably
because they were creating their own standards for the course,
and not necessarily because the exercises proposed were less
complex. This makes sense when we recall that a large percentage
(63.33%) of the 30 turning points in emotional trajectories were
located at m.p. 4 and at m.p. 6, and that furthermore, most
of these turning points were positively oriented. The middle
period of the training might therefore be considered the safest
moment for the trainer to propose challenging input, both
because students are likely to be more accustomed used to the
learning sequence, and because they still have time to settle down
in the context of the training course.

From the above, it can be concluded that contextual
complexity alone is not a trigger for development and learning,
but also that when this complexity is faced is also relevant
in terms of the individuals’ resources for managing it. When
discussing identity development, Kroger (1993) interestingly
points out that a certain readiness is needed if a conflict is to
induce change in individuals. This is consistent with cognitive
structural theory and research, which have provided evidence to
suggest that individuals have to be at a certain stage for an optimal
period of time before change is possible. Accordingly, in order to
explain a qualitative change in participants’ emotional response
to the training demands, we have to take into account the prior
process of reorganization and its subsequent impact. In dynamic
systems, this is termed feedback delay (Van Geert, 1994; Kunnen,
2012).

The Apparent Scarcity of Turning Points in
the Students’ Emotional Trajectories
An issue arising from our findings that is also worth discussing
is the apparent low number of turning points identified. We
found 30 turning points in 272 emotional trajectories—87%
of which were positively trended. However, we believe that
this number is reasonable, as turning points in participants’
emotional trajectories are taken as evidence of the reorganization
of their prior ways of meaning-making. First, it must be
acknowledged that in general, more stability than change would
be expected, especially among adult students. Second, sometime
is needed for this re-organization to take place. According to the
literature on developmental turning points (Rönkä et al., 2002),
as they are associated with changes in trajectories and internal
reorganizations, sometime is needed to process these changes.
Regardless of the timeframe of the nature of the trajectories
studied (as highlighted by Lichtwarck-Aschoff et al., 2008, for
example), which could amount to years (as in identity changes,
e.g., Stevens, 2012), months (in the case of beliefs, attitudes,
values, or commitment orientations, as in Kunnen et al., 2008)
or even days (for specific patterns of behavior, creation of habits,
and strategies, as in Siegler, 2006), turning points require some
time to take place. We could therefore expect a low frequency of
turning points.

Nevertheless, the number of exceptional points in the
participants’ emotional trajectories was quite high. There were
142 exceptional points in the 242 emotional trajectories analyzed,
of which 70%were positively trended. Exceptional points provide
also relevant information about the predominant shape of the
emotional trajectories during the course. In this study, we
have focused on the changes in the participants’ emotional
trajectories which were statistically significant, i.e., on turning
points. However, as evidenced in the amount and quality of
the exceptional points, the emotional orientation of most of the
participants’ trajectories is similar to the one signaled by the most
common types of turning points: a positive orientation associated
with points in time during the training which the participants
perceived as particularly complex.

EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS

Educational interventions that challenge individuals’ ways of
meaning-making are usually associated with emotional arousal
(Kegan, 1994; Antonacopoulou and Gabriel, 2001; Cranton,
2002; Apte, 2009; McEwen et al., 2010). A detailed tracking of
students’ emotional trajectories over time in search of transition
points marked by discontinuities—the turning points in our
study—could therefore enable teachers to identify periods in
training that might mobilize or inhibit students’ adaptation and
learning (see Hayes et al., 2007 for the same argument in the
context of therapy). Similarly, a skilled teacher should take into
account the periods when students are more open to change, in
order to provide appropriate new input that destabilizes their
current ways of meaning-making and facilitates the emergence
of more adapted and complex ones (see Seligman, 2005; Thelen,
2005 for this argument in therapy contexts).
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We therefore believe that learning contexts can be structured
to support and guide students toward accommodation processes
(for a similar argument referring to the role of therapy, see
Kunnen and Wassink, 2003), so that they become deliberately
developmental learning contexts (Kegan and Lahey, 2016). An
endeavor for teachers in developmental learning contexts is
to undertake a careful follow-up of how learners emotionally
respond to the new demands during the training. Teachers
must acknowledge that students may feel anxious, insecure or
overwhelmed when immersed for the first time in a learning
context which no longer provides them with the guidance they
are used to. Awareness of the intra-individual variability of
students, as evidenced in different emotional responses to a
challenging learning context, is equally important in supporting
individuals’ learning. The same group may contain students
who are able and willing to explore and enjoy new learning
approaches, and students who are reluctant and afraid to do
so. An issue to bear in mind is how open individuals are
when responding to new inputs, i.e., how dominant and strong
their patterns of meaning-making are, and how they interact
with the new situation (Thelen, 2005). Kunnen and Bosma
(2000) argue that individuals differ both in their preference for
either accommodation or assimilation, and in their skills to
apply these in a satisfactory manner, which leads to different
learning and developmental trajectories. Accordingly, we predict
that on the one hand, students with a greater preference for
accommodation would be expected to present more turning
points in their emotional trajectories, and particularly positively-
trended turning points. On the other hand, students with greater
preference for assimilation would be expected to present a more
stable emotional experience, i.e., fewer turning points, or none.

LIMITATIONS

This study has three main limitations: (1) the number and
distribution of measurements; (2) the grouping of emotions into
positive and negative; (3) the specificity of the sample.

As regards the number of measurements, the shortcoming
involved in asking the students to assess their emotions at a few
points in time is that some of their emotional fluctuations during
the training was inevitably lost. This limitation is inherent in the
study of any developmental process. Although the questionnaires
were strategically distributed in order to increase the probability
of capturing expected emotional upsets, the students could have
experienced other upsets which they may have overcome by
the time they completed the questionnaire. One possible way of
recording these would entail asking the students at the end of
every training session about the emotions they experienced most
strongly, when they felt them and what they were related to.

It could also be argued that the distribution of measurements
during the training course studies was not consistent. We agree
that this is the case, but this was intentional since the goal was to
obtain data from the students after the periods of the course that
we expected would be most challenging for them. We therefore
do not consider the issue of whether the follow-up questionnaires
were filled in after a phase in which students had been sharing
and reflecting on an experiential exercise, or the students had

been doing an exploratory exercise, or the trainer had been giving
instructions for the development of an exercise, to be a problem.

We acknowledge that the grouping of emotions into positive
and negative emotions is an oversimplification of the students’
emotional experience, which might lead to nuances in the
patterns of discrete emotions being overlooked. However,
considering the aim of this study, we found that valence sufficed
for grasping the main emotional patterns.

Finally, it can be argued that the specificity of the sample
may mean that the generalization of the results is questionable.
It is important to note that our aim was not to generalize these
results to other samples, but rather to examine a training course
in which a process-oriented experiential learning model was
implemented. In fact, the trainer of the course, John McWhirter,
was the developer of the experiential learning model applied.
Nevertheless, further research with different samples and in
different learning settings is recommendable in order to explore
possible differences in how students manage complexity.

DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

This study can lead to the formulation of new research questions
and hypotheses about how individuals manage contextual
complexity. On the one hand, it is a first step in reviewing some of
the traditional ideas about learning, such as the assumption that
contextual complexity always leads to individuals’ learning.

It also opens the door to further research on cognitive
accommodation. This would require the inclusion of measures
of students’ learning performance. To do so, a learning setting
in which performance could be followed over a much longer
time span –several weeks at least- after potential turning
points in students’ emotional trajectories would be needed.
Time is required before increases in individuals’ performance
become visible. In this study it was therefore not useful to
include performance measures. From a systems perspective,
transformations have to resettle, and often, there may be a short
dip in performance shortly after the transformation, due to the
system having to reorganize and getting used to new patterns.

The collection of qualitative data both throughout the learning
experience and at the end of it is essential in an in-depth
investigation on how different students make meaning of the
challenging demands arising from a process oriented experiential
learning model. The collection of time series data on variables
such as the duration of the emotions experienced and the
degree of challenge and support perceived during the training
are also important for gaining greater insight into students’
experience during a training course. This latter would provide
more information than the variable of complexity used in this
study.

Additionally, investigating traditional learning settings could
show us whether the patterns in students’ emotional trajectories
differ from those found in a process-oriented experiential
learning context. We anticipate that there would be no
turning points in students’ emotional trajectories, which
would present a mostly flat shape. This would demonstrate
that training based on didactic learning does not upset
students and that it is therefore not a supportive context
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in terms of enhancing students’ adaptation to complex
contexts and providing greater opportunities for cognitive
accommodation.

CONCLUSION

Using a dynamic systems approach, this study examined the
emotional trajectories of the participants in an experiential
learning course in order to investigate how these individuals
managed conflicting training demands. The most frequent
types of turning points identified -pre-increases in positive
emotion trajectories and pre-decreases in negative emotion
trajectories- coincided with particularly complex periods
in the training. The positive trend found in emotional
trajectories is taken as evidence of the participants’ adapted
responses to the demands of the challenging learning
approach.

These findings are consistent with the ideas that development
and learning occur in response to conflicting demands that
challenge individuals’ ways of meaning-making, and that
cognitive conflict is usually associated with the experience of
negative emotions. However, our main contribution is providing
empirical proof of these former claims, by establishing a
dynamic systems procedure that identifies turning points in
developmental trajectories. This procedure offers an alternative
to standard research methods focusing on the product of
development and which overlook the process, and confirms
that dynamic systems are a very robust approach for achieving
this. This procedure could be applied to a wide range of
longitudinal experiences that are very common in educational
and developmental settings.

Our findings also support the idea that contextual complexity
alone does not lead to individuals’ adaptation and learning.
Instead, in order to explain this adaptation, we need to consider
the way in which individuals manage contextual complexity.
The quality and result of this management can be influenced
by several factors, such as the particular individuals’ self-
management baseline, and the timing when the contextual
complexity is faced in terms of the individuals’ resources to
manage it.

Finally, this study confirms that the process-oriented
experiential learning model is particularly useful for supporting
students in the process of managing contextual complexity. It
provides students with a wide range of experiential variation and
demands they engage in a different way of learning, in which
exploration, curiosity and uncertainty are key factors. This is
a potential opportunity for individuals to revise their previous
ways of learning, which are usually rooted in didactic learning

settings, and opens up the path to becoming more autonomous
and creative learners.
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